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CHAPTER I 

STUDIES OP THE BUSINESSMAN IN THE NOVEL 

A survey of novels written in the last century reveals a 

large number of novels in which one of the main chsiracters is 

a businessman. Critics have studied these novels and have 

tried to determine the novelists' purpose in portraying these 

characters. Businessmen themselves have often studied these 

novels for the same reason9 and most feel that they are 

unfairly represented in the American novel. Some critics 

have tried to prove that the businessmen are correct in their 

assumptions; others have tried to prove that the novelists 

have pictured businessmen fairly. Thoxigh there has been 

little meaningful criticism written on this character type, 

eight critics have attempted to determine the novelists' view 

of the businessman. Most of these critics have examined a 

leû ge number of both major and minor novels in which the 

businessman appears as a major character. Before beginning 

any new studies on the businessman, one might benefit from an 

examination of the previous criticism on the topic. This 

first chapter will provide a survey of the various types of 

work available. Many of the points discussed by these eight 

critics will be explored at greater length in subsequent 

chapters. 

John Erskine wrote one of the earliest articles on this 

topic. Erskine points out that the first American book to 

receive the Nobel prize was Sinclair Lewis' Babbitt. He 



wonders why the Nobel jury considered Babbitt a more accurate 

portrait of the businessman than Booth Tarkington's The 

Plutocrat. He also wonders why some readers wotild prefer The 

Plutocrat. He suggests as an answer that The Plutocrat pre

sents the facts from an American point of view while Babbitt 

presents the same information from a European point of view. 

The American attitude toward business is sympathetic, but 

Europeans have looked down upon business since the days of 

the Greeks and the Romans. Erskine points out that "the 

essence of the American attitude toward business, therefore, 

whether we examine it in life or in novels, is faith in 

progress." According to Erskine, the American believes in 

"the necessity of material improvement even now when his 

physical comforts are on the average beyond what the rest of 

the world enjoys." The American does not consider it sig

nificant that the businessman is under-educated; he rejoices 

instead that the businessman has made progress in cultursLl 

development. Erskine finds Europeans having little sym

pathy for the American's identification of material pros

perity with religion. What the European considers boasting, 
5 

the American views as praise of God. 

John Erskine, "American Business in the American Novel," 
Bookman, LXXXIII (July, 1931), 449. 

^Erskine, p. 450. ^Erskine, p. 450. 

^Erskine, p. 450. ^Erskine, p. 451. 



Erskine also notes that "the rather simple-minded 

business men LsioJ of Gopher Prairie [Main Street] cuid Zenith 

L Babbitt J were sensitive to spiritual levels which they had 

not reached." To an unsympathetic European listener these 

businessmen may sound smug, patronizing, or impudent when 

they refer to ciiltural topics. Erskine points out that the 

American, however, must sympathize with one who has come up 

so far and who recognizes the existence of a life even 

higher. Erskine also notes that it is the social duty of the 

American Babbitts to remain cheerful even though they are 

aware of their own lack. He demonstrates that Lewis in the 

closing lines of Babbitt makes it clear that George P. Bab-
7 

bitt is aware of his own incompleteness when he says: 

I've never done a single thing I've wanted to in my whole 
life! I don't know's I've accomplished anything except 
just get along. I figure out I've made about a quarter of 
an inch out of a possible himdred rods.^ 

Erskine offers an explanation for the American business

man' s apparent detachment from the development of culture. 

He notes that the social class to which the businessmcin 

belongs usually appreciates culture which has just gone out 

of style. This, of course, makes the businessman look 
Q 

ridiculous to the European.^ 

^Erskine, p. 450. 'Erskine, p. 452. 
Q 

Sinclair Lewis, Babbitt, Signet Classics (New York: New 
American Library of World Literature, Inc., 1961), p. 319. 
(Other page references to this volume will be enclosed in 
parentheses in the text.) 

^Erskine, pp. 453-454. 



Erskine SLLSO sees in Babbitt a true portrait of the 

American wife. He divides American wives into two groups: 

the ones who make a fetish of housekeeping and those who seek 

economic independence. The modem wife is forced into one or 

the other of these two roles in an effort to prove that she 

is doing her share in the marriage partnership. Babbitt's 

wife chooses to keep house. 

Another critic, John Chamberlain, sees that the American 

novelists regard the businessman as a villainous creature. 

To illustrate his point, Mr. Chamberlain uses his own 

character, who is similar to Booth Tarkington's Mr. Tinker in 

The Plutocrat. Chamberlain's Mr. Tinker is seen reading an 

imaginary volume ccuLled The American Democracy. In his 

reading, Mr. Tinker catches the Imaginary author in several 

contradictions. On one page this author accuses the business

men of not considering their community activities important 

and on another page he accuaea them of running things. 

PerussLl of The American Democracy sets Mr. Tinker to thinking 

about the image of the American businessman. Remembering 

Babbitt, Mr. Tinker realizes that novelists are the business

men's most effective public relations men. Mr. Tinker begins 

to lose his normally pleasant personfitlity as he works through 

Erskine, p. 456. 

John Chamberlain, "The Businessman in Fiction," 
Fortune. XXXVIII (November, 1948), 134-136, 138, 139, 142, 
144, 146, 148. 



about forty novels. The novels that the bookstore clerk 

recommends include the best known business novels and many 

minor novels. In many of the novels, the businessman plays 

only a minor role. Por example, in The Naked and the Dead, 

the reader sees only the effects of the businessman's influ

ence on his son. As he reads throu^ the volumes, 

Mr. Tinker sees the same plots appear in novel after novel. 

The topic is always the "corruption that business power 

works on ambitious men" and the "rioh father's children who 

make a cult of failiire just to get even with the old man." 

Mr. Tinker's comment is, "I don't mind tragedy. . • . But 

12 don't tragic things ever happen to honorable people?" 

The books handed out by the clerk display hucksters in 

many businesses, including advertising, munitions, tobacco, 

banking, and even the circus. Mr. Tinker surmises from the 

critics' praise of these novels that the magazine and news

paper businesses must have escaped the novelists' criticism. 

But the clerk is able to prove with That Winter and Important 

People that the novelists also see corruption in these busi

nesses. The evil in many of the novels such as The Iron 

Heel, The Memoirs of an Americgui Citizen, and The Jungle 

shocks Mr. Tinker. The Rise of Silas Lapham, however, 

heartens him, but after discovering that Howells became a 

socialist, Mr. Tinker becomes disgusted with novel reading 

12 
Chamberlain, p. 140. 



because he has not seen such corruption in business in his 

own life.^ 

Mr. Chamberlain suggests that the novelists' point of 

view is not entirely accurate as far as the treatment of the 

businessman is concerned. He accuses the novelists of cre

ating characters who are stereotypes and plota which do not 

display originality. He says their "o€u:*icatures of the 

businessman do not derive from living examples but from a dry 

and doctrinaire attitude."^ He suggests that a study of 

anthropology reveals that free capitalism is "the most pro

ductive" and "the least bloody system the world has aver 

15 known." '̂  He concludes that the novelists often fail to see 

that their criticism helps to instigate changes in the system 

and go on making the same charges. Por an example of the 

novelist helping to bring about changes, he cites the effect 

of Upton Sinclair's novels on the meat packing industry. 

Howard Mumford Jones, unlike Erskine, feels that dis

paragement of the businessman by the novelist is a fairly new 

phenomenon. Jones, in a lecture which was given before the 

College of Business Administration of Tulane University, 

points out that the business profession "seeks to maintain 

17 certain qualities of stability, order, and tradition." ' He 

^^Chamberlain, p. 144. -^^Chamberlain, p. 148. 
16 

^^Chamberlain, p. 148. Chamberlain, p. 146. 
17 
Howard Mumford Jones, "Literature and the Businessman," 

Harvard Business Review, XXXI (January-February, 1953), 133. 



also notes that business, from the point of view of the 

business college, "in a stable society is a stabilizing 

influence" offering all the satisfactions in life that any 

18 
honorable profession can offer. The novelist, however, 

has a different view of the role of business in society. 

Jones does not see this treatment of business in older 

literature. He notes, for example, that Shakespeare shows a 

respect for the tradesman. Shakespeare usually honors the 

merchant, or at least he never makes him a viUedn. In the 

seventeenth century, Daniel Defoe approves Robinson Crusoe's 

exploitation of the resoiirces of his island after his 

rescue. Addison and Steele in their Spectator did not 
no 

satirize the merchant. ̂  

According to Jones, the novelists begin to look harshly 

at the businessman in the nineteenth century. European 

novelists whom Jones mentions as culprits are Balzac, Bulwer 

Lytton, Dickens, and Thackeray. The American writer, James 

Penimore Cooper, their contemporary, also disparages the 

merchant. William Dean Howells, however, is not harsh on the 

businessman in his three business novels. Jones notes that 

in the books of writers like Prank Norris and Theodore 
Dreiser the businessman emerges as the ruthless superman 
of the era of trusts, monopolies, political corruption, 
and the Darwinian struggle for survival.20 

In Norris' The Pit and Dreiser's The Financier. The Titan, 

and The Stoic, the reader finds chaxacters who are amoral and 

18 IQ 20 
Jones, p. 134. ^Jones, p. 136. Jones, p. 138. 
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whose domestic affections and religious feelings have 

atrophied. In many modern novels, Jones notes, the business

man is frustrated and unhappy. Novels demonstrating this are 

Babbitt; E. M. Pulham. Esquire; and Point of No Return. 

Babbitt, for example, often laments that he could not go to 

law school. 

Jones concludes that atrophy of feelings, frustration, and 

unhappiness may occur in the lives of businessmen, but he 

does not see any evidence in life that they occur any more 

often in the lives of businessmen than they occur in the 

lives of other men. He comments that the novelists place 

some of the blame on the routine of the businessman's life, 

but Jones sees the same problem in the life of the teacher, 

the printer, and the military man. 

Another critic, Kenneth S. Lynn, contends that no writer 

has been auccessful in portraying the true businessman. Lynn 

disagrees with Chamberlain, who says that the businessman has 

been treated as an ogre by the novelist. Lynn mentions 

several novels in which the author apparently admires his 

businessman character. Prom the forties, he mentions P. 

Scott Fitzgerald's The Last Tycoon, and Theodore Dreiser's 

The Bulwark. Both Fitzgerald, in The Great Gatsby. and 

Dreiser, in The Financier and The Titan, had been rather 

harsh on the businessman in these earlier novels, but 

softened their criticism in the forties. Just as these two 

novelists had, John Dos Passes was beginning to change his 



attitude toward the businessman. He presents a more com

plimentary portrait in Chosen Country than he did in Big 

Money. John P. Marquand, on the other hemd, becomes harsher 

in his treatment of his hero in Sincerely, Willis Wayde than 

he was in B. P.'s Daxighter. But in Point of No Return, his 

hero is again treated sympathetically. Lynn points out that 

the novelists of the fifties who are sympathetic to the 

businessman are former businessmen themselves. Those men

tioned are Edward Streeter, Howard Swiggart, Bissell, 

21 Schisgall, Prosser, Schoonover, and Hawley. 

Lynn thinks the significant question is not whether the 

novelist is for or against the businessman but whether he has 

ever actually portrayed him. He notes that Henry James 

lamented that he was not adequately prepared to write suc

cessfully about the businessman. Lynn also feels that 

William Dean Howells was not adequately prepared to write 

about the world of business, pointing out that most of the 

story of Silas Lapham takes place in the home and is con

cerned with the private rather than the business lives of 

22 the chcu*acters. 

Lynn comments that 

by starting Silas Lapham out in the office, then rapidly 
escorting him away from it, Howells set a precedent 

21 
Kenneth S. Lynn, "Authors in Search of the Business

man," Harvard Business Review (September-October, 1956), 
p. 117. 

^^Lynn, pp. 118-119. 
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almost universfuLly followed by other novelists who wrote 
about businessmen in the 60-year period between the mid-
1880's and the end of World War 11.23 

Por an example of this technique, Lynn cites Sinclair 

Lewis's Babbitt. He notes that Lewis uses seventy-two pages 

to describe George Babbitt's business life, but keeps him 

"out to lunch" for the next three hundred and thirty-three 

pages. ̂  Another trend v?as started \^en Henry James sent 

Christopher Nevnnan to Europe. Both Booth Tarkington (The 

Plutocrat) and Sinclair Lewis (Dodsworth) sent heroes to 

Europe. Lynn calls many of the business novels "novels of 

mannera" set in a woman's world, noting that it is usually a 

woman who introduces the fictional businessman to culture. 

Novels which do not fit into this category are the "success" 

stories. Those of the latter group include Dreiser's The 

Titan and Dos Passes' The 42nd Parallel and The Big Money.^^ 

Of all the novelists he has read, Lynn feels that Cameron 

Hawley is the only author to truly understand and depict the 

business world. But Lynn sees even Hawley as unable to 

create convincing and original characters. He sees Hawley'a 

heroea in Executive Suite and Cash McCall as stereotypes Euid 

"pale secondhand versions" of the businessmen created by 

other writers.^" 

^^Lynn, p. 119. ^̂ LjTin, p. 119. 

^^Lynn, p. 120. ^^Lynn, p. 123. 
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Though he cannot explain why it is so, Lynn concludes 

that no novelist has yet successfully portrayed the 

businessman. 

Albert Van Nostrand, like Lynn, feels that the previous 

commentary on the business novel has placed a false impor

tance on the novelist's attitude toward the businessman. 

Van Nostrfuid reminds us that fiction's job is to appraise 

"the individual's response to his involvement with the life 

27 

around him." In his study of the businessman, Van Nos

trand chooses to look at only two novels, William Dean 

Howells' The Rise of Silas Lapham (1885) and John Marquand's 

Point of No Return (1949). 

Van Nostrand points out that The Rise of Silas Lapham 

28 "poses and resolves a moral problem," Lapham has forced 

Rogers, his partner, out of business. Later, to salve his 

conscience, he lends Rogers money and accepts as collateral 

land which he knows to be worthless. When Lapham's business 

starts to fail, he has an opportunity to sell some of that 

worthless land Rogers had signed over to him. Lapham, after 

a struggle with his conscience, finally decides not to sell 

the land, thus causing his own bankruptcy. Van Nostrand 

says, "Lapham's history documents Howell's view of the 

'̂̂ Albert D, Van Nostrand, "Fiction's Flagging Man of 
Commerce," The English Journal. XLVIII (January, 1959), 1. 

28 
Van Nostrand, p, 4. 
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individual man as a free agent." " Here he sees a contrast 

between Lapham and Charles Gray of Point of No Return. 

Point of No Return is the story of Charles Gray's com

petition with Roger Blakesley for the vice-presidency of the 

Stuyvesant bank. Just when Gray feels stire he has lost the 

job, he learns that he was actually the only contender. Van 

Nostrand says, 

it paralyzes Gray to learn that he has never had any con
trol of the situation, that he has had no more power to 
refuse the honor than he had in winning it; and his first 
consciousness of response is of a dull and very tired 
feeling. 30 

While Lapham controls his future, including his ovm bank

ruptcy, Gray has no po :er to make decisions about his 

future. 

The theme of both novels is the "dominating presence of 

the business enterprise" and "the individual's growth and 

recognition of himself as a result of it."^ At the climax 

of his predicament the hero discovers himself. 

Van Nostrand says that naturalism accounts for the dif

ferences in the two novels. Naturalism, which does not find 

any special significance in man, has had some influence on 

most of the economic novels published in America in this 

century. Even Silas Lapham, who appears to control his ovm 

destiny, does not make his decision to keep the worthless 

"52 land until he receives proof of its unsaleability,^ 

^Van Nostrand, p. 6. ^ Van Nostrand, p. 8. 

"51 "52 
^ Van Nostrand, p. 8. ^ Van Nostrand, pp. 9-10. 
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Van Nostrfiuid concludes that the hero's work directs the 

course of his life in these tvro novels and that the differ

ences in the two demonstrate "a new emphasis in the 

individual's response to business."^^ 

Van R. Halsey notes that "social critics" such as Frank 

Norris, Theodore Dreiser, Sinclair Lewis, and John Marquand 

have concentrated on the businessman and business values 

since the turn of the century. These novels have attacked 

business while poorer novels and magazines have treated 

business sympathetically. Por the purpose of his study, 

Halsey calls the poorer novels and magazines marginal 

literature.^^ 

In regard to the businessman, critical literature dif

fers from marginal literature in three areas: details of 

the lives and business status of the heroes, attention 

devoted to the workings of business, and the heroes' busi-

ness values.^"^ The critical novel ignores the actual 

statistics on businessmen. Though most businessmen come 

from reasonably well-to-do and well-educated families, the 

better novelists prefer to see them make their own way. The 

critical novelist devotes little attention to the details of 

the business in his novels: the critical novelist 

^Van ĥ ostrand, p. 11. 
•5/ 
-̂ V̂an R. Halsey, "Fiction and the Businessman: Liociety 

Through All Its Literature," American Quarterly, XI (Fall, 
1959), 391-392. 

^^Halsey, p. 393. 
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concentrates on the social life of the hero. While the 

marginal literature aboimds in stereotyped characters, the 

critical novel offers complex characters involved in 

unsolvable problems."^ 

Halsey attempts to explain why the serious novelists do 

not present accurate portraits of the businessman and why 

they always attack the businessman. He feels that the 

novelist is actually repelled by what business represents 

and uses the business novel as an outlet for his hostili-

37 
ties.^ The novelist uses the individual character aa a 

meana of attacking the institution. Primarily, he attacks 

the aspects of business that seem to hamper man's individ-

UĜ -ism.-̂  Many novelists, like Lewis, Fitzgerald, and 

Tarkington have attacked the personal lives of their busi

nessmen, but the implication was that their vices were a 

result of the influence of their business associations. 

More recent novelists have made direct attacks on business 
•50 

itself and its "demand for servility of the individiial."-̂ ^ 

John Marquand's novels offer a good example of this 

technique. 

Halsey concludes that the novelists attack business 

because their true aim is not to draw accurate portraits, 

but to determine the significance of business to society.^ 

^^Halsey, p. 394. '̂̂ Halsey, p. 397. 

^^alsey, p. 399. ^%alsey, p. 399. 

^^Halsey, p. 402. 
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J. M. Stedmond in his study of "The Business Executive 

in Fiction" comes to conclusions similar to Van Nostrand's. 

Stedmond points out that the "dehumanizing influence of 

business" is the aspect usually portrayed in the serious 

4.1 
novel.^ 

Stedmond is -unable to see any sympathy towgurd business 

in the business novels. He explains the emergence of such 

characters as Babbitt and Gatsby as a reflection of the 

"growing dominance of the large corporation with the related 

rise to power of a sort of managerial elite." The per

vasive power of this corporation envelops such characters as 

Charles Gray in Point of No Return. In many of the lesser 

novels, Stedmond sees the big corporation as a type of 

father image. Men like Gray have no opportunity to make 

meaningful decisions; such decisions are made by the 

43 company. ̂"̂  

In many novels, Stedmond notes an attempt by the nov

elist to show that the hero does take a stand against the 

corporation, but in each case the hero loses nothing. For 

example, Sloan Wilson's hero in Man in the Gray Flannel Suit 

telle his boss that he does not want to be successful, but 

instead of ruining him the boss gives him a less-demanding 

"̂'•J. M. Stedmond, "The Business Executive in Fiction," 
Dalhoueie Review. XLII (Spring, 1962), 19. 

^^Stedmond, p. 20. ^^Stedmond, pp. 22-23. 
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job. The hero really was not in any danger in any event 

because he had an inheritance to live on.^^ 

The problems that most concern these novels, according 

to Stedmond, axe the conflicts between loyalty to the 

business and to one's fellow man. He feels they are asking, 

"Where does loyalty to country end and loyalty to the world 

community begin?" "How can one avoid feeling guilty at one's 

affluence in a world where poverty is rife?" and "To what 

extent can the individual influence the mighty forcea that 

seem to have the whole of human society in their grip?" 

These questions, Stedmond says, are answered far too easily 

45 in some of the lesser business novels.̂ -̂  

Howard S. Smith has done a lengthy study of the business 

novels and the criticisms of them with the aim of determining 

what is the novelists' view of the businessman. In his 

study. Smith is concerned only with those "novelists adjudged 

by critics to have a secure claim to a place in American 

realist history."^ Por his bibliography of sixty-six 

novels, he selected only novels based on a character study of 

47 a highly-placed businessman.^ 

Some of the questions that Smith attempts to answer are: 

^^Stedmond, pp. 24-25. ^^Stedmond, p. 27. 

^^Howard R. Smith, "The American Businessman in the 
American Novel," Southern Economic Journal. XXV (January, 
1959), 271. 

"̂̂ Smith, p. 276. 
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1. Is the novelist's emphasis on the businessman's lack 

of culture a result of the novelist's prejudices 

against all businessmen? 

2. Does the novelist have socialist motives in his pre

sentation of the businessman? 

3. Is the novelist unrealistic in his portrayal of the 

businessman? 

Smith does not see that the novelists generally are 

biased on the subject of the businessman's failure to 

acquire social graces. He notes that many make no distinc

tions between family and money in the social classes. Two 

examples offered are found in Upton Sinclair's Mountain City 

and Mary Wilkins Freeman's The Debtor.^ That culture may 

not be so important is evident in Dodsworth. in which the 

reader does not sympathize with Dodsworth's wife, who drags 

Dodsworth off to Europe. Henry James is another author who. 

Smith feels, does not stress the businessman's lack of cul

ture: James presents a character who ia able to discuss 
4.Q 

culture and who goes to Europe for his ovm edification.^"^ 

Smith also points out that some authors consciously avoid 

making fun of the businessman by making fun of the v/ell-bred 

characters. Examples may be seen in The Plutocrat and The 
50 Rise of Silas Lapham."̂  

^Smith, pp. 278-279. ^^Smith, p. 279. 

^^Smith, p. 280. 
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Smith declares that he does not find any evidence to 

support the charge of "literary socialism" that some readers 

would make against the business novels. He feels that Upton 

Sinclair is the single exception.^^ 

The third problem studied by Smith is the question of 

realism in the business novels. He takes issue with Pro

fessor Kavesh, who has said that the businessmen in novels 

cannot be realistic because they are all alike.^^ Smith is 

able to find many differences in the businessmen in the 

novels. Some extreme opposites that he finds are Willis 

Wayde and Don Miguel, who do not doubt the value of their 

lives and John Webster and John Lane, who doubt it enough to 

give up business. Dodsworth had to be dragged to Europe; 

Newman went willingly. Contrasts in moral behavior may be 

seen in Sam McPherson of Windy McPherson's Son and Silas 

Lapham of The Rise of Silas Lapham. 

Smith disagrees with Lynn's assertion that the novelist 

has not found the businessman. He concedes that there is 

little information on business in the novels, but he does 

not see this as evidence of discrimination. He points out 

that novelists also write about people in other professions 

without going into the details of their daily work. Smith 

notes both villains and victims in the ranks of fictional 

^^Smith, p. 281. 
52 
Robert Kavesh, Businessmen in Fiction: The Capitaliat 

and Executive in American Novels (Hanover. New Hampshire: 
Amos Tuck School of Business Administration, 1955). 
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businessmen. He offers this as evidence that the novelists 

present real characters. He sees as the real villain in all 

the novels the environment which is created by the indus-

triSLL revolution. He concludes that the modem American 

novelists are attacking modem city life in general, not the 
5*5 businessman. 

The eight articles discussed here provide only genercuL-

izations about the novelists' treatment of the businessman. 

Each of the critics finds that most of the novels treat 

business unsympathetically, but none of the articles provide 

a detailed insight into the character of any one fictitious 

businessman. Subsequent chapters of this paper will con

sider four businessmen who are chaxacters in major American 

novels. They are Jay Gatsby, Christopher Newman, George 

Babbitt, and Silas Lapham. These foxir were chosen because 

they appear in major novels and because they have been 

judged to be representative of the character type as a 

whole. Topics to be considered include the businessman's 

lack of culture, the businessman's idealistic relationships 

with women, and the businessman's redeeming qualities. No 

attempt will be mads to determine vrhether or not the novel

ist is acciirate in his treatment of the businessman, but 

the study will attempt to reveal that though the novelist 

creates a crude, uncultured character in his businessman, 

^^Smith, pp. 288-290. 
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he does soften his criticism by endowing his character with 

certain ideals. 



CHAPTER II 

THE FICTIONAL BUSINESSMAN'S LACK OP CULTURE 

AND LACK OP INTEREST IN EDUCATION 

The previous chapter included John Erskine's observa

tions on the fictional businessman's lack of interest in 

education and his backward view of culture. It also 

included Howard Smith's conclusion that the novelist is not 

prejudiced against the businessman. To determine the valid

ity of such comments, we must analyze the noveliat'a treat

ment of the businessman in a social setting. 

The eaxlieat of the four novela to be examined here ia 

Henry James' The American, which appeared in book form in 

1877. The American businessman who appears in this novel is 

Christopher Nevnnan. Nevnnan has made his fortune in American 

business, and first appears in the novel sometime after 

having decided to give up his business for one year and to 

travel about Europe. As Howard Smith has pointed out, New

man seeks culture of his ovm free will, but James tells the 

reader many times that Nevjman does not have any previous 

experience with cxilture. On the first page of the novel, 

the reader learns that Nevnnan is not accustomed to looking 

at paintings. He is first seen reclining on a divan in the 

museum of the Louvre. He appears out of place in this 

setting and he is described as being tired; however, James 

adds: 

And yet he was evidently not a man to whom fatigue waa 
familiar; long, lean, and muscular, he suggested the 

21 
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sort of vigoxir that is commonly known as "toughness." 
But his exertions on this particulcu? day had been of an 
unwonted sort, and he had often performed great physical 
feats which left him less jaded than his tranquil stroll 
thro\2gh the Louvre. He had looked out all the pictures 
to which an asterisk was affixed in those formidable 
pages of fine print in his Bad&ker; his attention had 
been strained and his eyes dazzled, and he had sat down 
with an aesthetic headache. He had looked, moreover, not 
only at all the pictures, but at all the copies that were 
going forward around them, in the hands of those innumer
able young women in irreproachable toilets who devote 
themselves, in Prance, to the propagation of masterpieces; 
and if the truth must be told, he had often admired the 
copy much more than the original. His physiognomy would 
have sufficiently indicated that he was a shrewd and 
capable fellow, and in truth he had often sat up all 
night over a bristling bundle of accounts, and heard the 
cock crow without a yawn. But Raphael and Titian and 
Rubens were a new kind of arithmetic, and they inspired 
our friend, for the first time in his life, with a vague 
self-mistrust.54 

Prom time to time James makes other comments on Newmsui's 

lack of previous ciiltural experiences such as "the was J 

rather baffled on the aesthetic question, and guilty of the 

damning fault . . . of confounding the merit of the artist 

with that of his work . . ." (p. 3). A comment on his igno

rance of literature is presented in James' subtle remark 

that Newman's impressions in regard to women were original 

because "he had never read a novel" (p. 28). James commenta 

on Newman's appreciation of architectxire in this way: 

It is to be feared that his perception of the differences 
between good architecture and bad was not acute, and that 
he might sometimes have been seen gazing with culpable 
serenity at inferior productions. Ugly churches were a 
part of his pastime in Europe . • . (p. 63) 

^%enry James, The American. Riverside Editions (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1962), pp. 1-2. (Other page ref
erences to this volxune will be enclosed in parentheses in 
the text.) 
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James summarizes Newman's taste in furniture in this way: 

"he had no taste for upholstery. . . . He had a relish for 

luxury and splendour, but it was satisfied by rather gross 

contrivances" (p. 76). His naivete in matters of education 

is expressed in his failure to inquire about the qualifica

tions of Monsieur Nioche, his proposed instructor of French. 

James employs Nevnnan's visits with Mrs. Tristram and 

with Madame de Cintre as occasions for comment on Nevnnan's 

lack of social graces. Newman gets along well with 

Mrs. Tristram, but "he LhasJ no gallantry, in the usual 

sense of the tezm; no compliments, no graces, no speeches" 

(p. 27). An instance of Nevnnan's "self-mistrust" mentioned 

earlier is found in James' description of Nevnnan's first 

visit to the home of Madame de Cintr^. Jamea says, "He had 

an unusual, unexpected sense of having wcuidered into a 

strange corner of the world" (p. 80). Nevnnan at this time 

"has no social tremors" (p. 80) apparently because he was so 

\maccustomed to being in the company of aristocrats that he 

did not even realize what made him feel so ill at ease. 

James uses two male friends of Newman's to point out 

Newman's faults in a friendly way. Mr. Tristram, an Ameri

can friend of Newman's tells Newman that he has chosen the 

wrong hotel and must chsuige. "'Change?' demanded Newman. 

'Why, it's the finest hotel I ever was in.'" Mr. Tristram 

responds, "You don't want a 'fine* hotel; you want something 

quiet and elegant, where your bell is answered and your— 
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person is recognized" (p. 17). Tristram also says Newman's 

tipping is "very bad style." Nevnnan, however, replies, 

"Hang your elegance, if it bores me" (p. 17). 

James uses another character who, like Tristram, does 

not work for a living, to point out Nevnnan'a aocial inferi

ority. Valentin de Bellegarde, unlike Newman or Tristram, 

is from an aristocratic Old World family. Though he is 

obviously fond of Newman, Bellegarde makes light of Newman's 

predicament. When he visits Nevnnan's "gilded" rooms, he 

laughs at Nevnnan's gaudy taste. Later when the Bellegarde 

family sends out invitations for their friends to meet New

man, Valentin says they should have printed "An American" in 

the comer where "music" or "dancing" is usually printed 

(p. 205). Bellegarde even asks Nevnnan rather frankly if he 

is "not afraid it may be rather a mistake for an American 

man of business to marry a French countess" (p. 207). Other 

characters echo Valentin's attitude. Claire de Cintre's 

mother, Madame de Bellegarde, accuses Nevnnan of being "very 

ambitious" (p. 129) in his attentions to Claire, and even 

Mrs. Tristram, who is veiy fond of Nevnnan, says, "I confess 

I don't see quite what you are and what you have done to 

make such a woman do this sort of thing for you" (p. 127). 

In this novel, even a cursory reading reveals that the 

novelist did indeed make his businessman culturally and 

socially inferior to the aristocratic characters. Close 

study of the author's method, however, reveals that Henry 
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James does not bear malice toward Christopher Nevnnan. 

Nevnnan is never pictured as hard, cold, or impolite at any 

time, but rather he is represented as being innocent of 

knowledge of this new world that he seeks to enter through 

marriage to an aristocratic young widow. No one has forced 

culture or society on Nevnnan, and he does not stand to gain 

financially by his trip to Europe or his association with 

cu?istocrats. He is simply an American who has worked hard 

for his money and who does not realize that he cannot use 

his money to buy whatever he lacks. 

It is significant that James often uses characters who 

like Nevnnan euid who sympathize with him to point out New

man's shortcomings. The Bellegaxdes are socially superior 

to Newman, but after one sees their treachery toward Nevnnan, 

he must sympathize with Nevnnan. 

William Dean Howells* The Rise of Silas Lapham (1885) 

also displays the novelists' view of a businessman who is 

crude and xmcultured. Early in the novel, Hartley Hubbard, 

a yoimg newspaperman, points out that Lapham ia "one million 

times more interesting to the public" because he has made a 

large amount of money with the implication that he is other

wise dull.^^ Furthermore Hubbard ridicules Lapham's simple 

upbringing, but Lapham is not clever enough to see that he 

^̂ V/illiam Dean Howells, The Rise of Silas Lapham, Signet 
Classics (New York: The New American Library of World Lit
erature, Inc., 1963), pp. 5-6. (Other page references to 
this volume will be enclosed in parentheses in the text.) 
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is ridiculing it. Hubbard's comments like "worked in the 

fields summers and went to school winters: regulation 

thing" and "parents poor, of course" indicates that Lapham's 

rise is the routine rise of the newly rich. Hubbard writes 

that Lapham's parents "taught their children the simple 

virtues of the Old Testament and Poor Richard's Almanac." 

and Howells says that Hubbard "trusted Lapham's unliterary 

habit of mind for his security in making [these comments]" 

(p. 7). Hubbard's wife, knowing her husband's feelings 

toward men like Lapham, demands of her husband, "You won't 

make fun of him . , , will you?" Hubbard replies, "Nothing 

that he'll ever find out" (p. 24). In these incidents, 

Howells has used a poor but reasonably cultured young man to 

emphasize the rich Lapham's complete lack of breeding. A 

similar technique is used by James in the character of 

Noemie Nioche, a young artist whose family has lost its 

money. 

The aristocratic Coreys, whose son becomes involved with 

the Laphams, axe also used to point up Lapham's crudity. 

Young Corey often discusses the Lapham's lack of ciiltivated 

social behavior with his father. He tells his father: "I 

don't think they have the most elemental ideas of society, 

as we understand it. I don't believe Mrs. Lapham ever gave 

a dinner," The elder Corey is, of co\irse, shocked. Young 

Corey further adds: "I don't believe they have the habit of 

wine at table. I suspect that when they don't drink tea and 
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coffee with their dinner, they drink ice water." Bromfield 

Corey responds with "Horrible!" to which Tom Corey adds: 

"It appears to me that this defines them" (p. 128). The 

Coreys, however, do not expect more of people like the Lap-

hams. Tom Corey asks his father, "How can you expect people 

who have been strictly devoted to business to be grammati

cal?" (p. 60) implying that his is the general appraisal of 

commercial people. Tom begins visiting the Lapham girls in 

spite of their inferiority and falls in love with the older 

one. Mrs. Corey is terrified at the prospects of her family 

uniting with the Laphams, and she is quick to express her 

feelings. Upon hearing that the Laphams are movdLng on Back 

Bay, an exclusive area, she says, "It is getting very common 

dovm there" (p. 68). She later comments, "I've met some of 

these moneyed people lately, and they lavish on every con

ceivable luxury, and then borrow books, and get them in the 

cheap paper editions" (p. 93). 

Though he realizes to some extent that he is uncultured, 

Lapham attempts to justify his way of life. Scorning the 

leisure class, he brags that there is "not an hour of waste 

time about me, anjrwheresl" (p. 7). This comment calls to 

mind Christopher Nevnnan's remark: "I am a good worker, but 

I rather think I am a poor loafer" (The American, p, 20), 

Lapham even justifies his painting the landscape for adver

tising and also displays a lack of appreciation for natural 

beauty when he says, "I never saw anything so very sacred 
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about a big rock, along a river or in a pasture" (p. 16). 

Lapham himself is so devoted to hard work and earning money 

that he has no conception of a life of leisure. Commenting 

on young Corey's not working, he says, "I like to see a man 

act like a man. I don't like to see him taken care of like 

a young lady" (p. 55). Neither does Lapham share the aris

tocrats' concern for education. V/hen young Corey comes to 

work for him, Lapham, the practical businessman, says, "His 

going through college won't hxirt him—he'll soon slough all 

that off—^and his bringing up won't; don't be anxious about 

it" (p. 132). About reading, he says, "I get all the 

reading I want in the newspapers," and he tells his daugh

ters to get their novels from the library because that is 

what it is for (cf. Mrs. Corey's comment that the newly rich 

borrow books, p. 93). 

At one time, however, Lapham does seem impressed with 

young Corey's store of knowledge. When Tom says that he 

knows several languages, Lapham, "with the mingled awe and 

slight that such a man feels for such accomplishments" says, 

"You mean that you can talk them?" (p. 71). Thia reminds 

one of Christopher Nevnnan's, "Oh yes, I should like to learn 

French. . . . Hang me if I should ever have thought of it. 

I took for granted it was impossible" (p. 11). 

As the novel progresses, the Laphams develop as social 

climbers to some extent, and Lapham himself recognizes that 

he has risen frpm an even lower social level when. 
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remembering an eaxlier day, he says, "Of course I. didn't 

know what the Back Bay was then" (p. 13). Mrs. Lapham 

begins to express desires to move after the Corey ladies pay 

a duty call on her and remark that they had difficulty 

finding her house because most of their friends live on the 

Hill or on the New Land. She justifies this longing with, 

"I suppose we ought to do the best we can for the children, 

in every way" (p. 29). Silas Lapham asks his wife why she 

does not get their girls into society, commenting in his 

typical fashion that they have money enough. Mrs. Lapham, 

however, resilizes that more than money is necessary to break 

down social barriers. She will not even make an open move 

toward the Coreys socially. She tells her husband, "Don't 

you know that it wouldn't do to ask those people to our 

house before they've asked us to theirs? They'd laugh in 

o\ir faces I" (p. 135). When they do receive an invitation 

from the Coreys, Mrs. Lapham expresses timidity, but Silas 

Lapham says, "If we're ever going to be anybody at all, 

we've got to go and see how it's done" (p. 167). 

Though young Hartley Hubbard and the Coreys provide 

excellent comments on the Lapham*s shortcomings, Howells 

himself sprinkles reminders of this phenomenon throughout 

the novel. Very early, he tells the reader that "risen 

Americans are all pathetically alike in their narrow circum

stances, their sufferings, and their aspirations" (p. 7), 

implying that this is the story of the typical newly rich. 
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He provides a summary of the Lapham's situation in "money 

begGin to come so abundantly that L^s* LaphamJ need not save; 

and then they did not know what to do with it" (p. 25). 

After that introduction to the Lapham's plight, Howells pro

vides occasional comments on the Lapham's poor taste. 

Mrs. Lapham is said to buy "rich and rather ugly clothes" 

(p. 25). Their poor taste in household furnishings is men

tioned several times. Howells says, "They decorated their 

house with the costliest and most abominable frescoes," 

(p. 25) and "they had a crude taste in architecture, and 

they admired the worst" (p. 34). When the architect hired 

to build the Lapham*s new house deplores "long, straight, 

ugly staircases," Howells says, "until that moment Lapham 

had thought a long, straight staircase the chief ornament of 

a house" (p. 39). 

Howells also comments on the Lapham's lack of aocial 

finesse. They spent money on their church and on charities, 

"but they did not know how to spend on society," (p. 25) and 

when traveling they hung about the parlors of their hotel, 

"looking on and not knowing how to put themselves forward" 

(p. 27). They drank Oolong tea because "none of them had a 

sufficiently cultivated palate for Sonchong" (p. 37). Dap-

ham's language is not acceptable either; as the Coreys point 

out, he is not "grammatical." He says does for does, (p. 37) 

rud for road, (p. 19) and purr-ox-eyed for peroxide (p. 13). 
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Howells uses the occasion of the Coreys' dinner party to 

further display Lapham's unfamiliarity with social conven

tions. At the dinner table, when the conversation runs to 

the discussion of a recent novel, Howells says, "the talk 

ran off upon a subject that Lapham had never heard talked of 

before"(p. 182). About Lapham's reaction to the Coreys* 

method of table service, Howells says, "Lapham was used to 

having everything on the table at once, and this succession 

of dishes bewildered him" (p. 184). After the dinner is 

over, Lapham nearly follows Mrs. Lapham and the women as they 

leave the room; he is not used to men remaining for cigars 

and talk. Lapham, being unable to join in the conversation 

and rather afraid that he will make a social blunder, drinks 

too much and then talks too much. 

Howells, like James, portrays a polite, friendly charac

ter in his businessman. Lapham, like Nevnnan, has a lowly 

background and has become rich through hard work. Howells 

presents a character who is as innocent as Christopher New-

meui; Howells emphasizes that the Lapham family did not know 

how to behave in society and presents them as social climb

ers. The Lapham* s motives for wanting to be accepted in 

society axe similar to those of Christopher Nevnnan; neither 

of them expect to gain financially by acceptance—they 

merely feel that they have earned a place in high society. 

Sinclair Lewis, in Babbitt (1922), provides a harsher 

view of the businessman than those of Howells or James. 
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Unlike Nevnnan or Lapham, George P. Babbitt has not made a 

fortune. He has made enough to provide his family with more 

than they need, but not enough to allow him to live as the 

bank president does. Therefore, Babbitt tries to break into 

high society because he hopes to do business with the well-

to-do and to make a fortune himself. Lewis does not provide 

chaxacters who comment on the hero as James and Howells do, 

but instead he, as the narrator, makes direct statements 

about his businessman. He tells his reader that George P. 

Babbitt "made nothing in particular, neither butter nor 

shoes nor poetry, but he was nimble in the calling of 

selling houses for more than people could afford to pay" 

(p. 6). Even Lewis* description of Babbitt*s physical 

appearance presents an unpleasant picture. 

Like Lapham, Babbitt fails to understand the need for 

ciilture or for education that concentrates on the arts. In 

some of his comments on Babbitt *s lack of understanding of 

culture, Lewis also emphasizes Babbitt*s preoccupation with 

making money. Babbitt once says he is "no Rockefeller or 

James J. Shakespeare" (p. 14), fusing the J. J. of John 

Jacob Astor with Shakespeare (and mistaking James for John) 

sold then linking the resultant name with Rockefeller. Vrtien 

Laylock of Babbitt*s real estate firm suggests using poetry 

in an advertisement, Babbitt says he prefers something more 

dignified and forceful, adding, "I believe in using poetry 

and all that j\mk when it turns the trick, but with a high-
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class restricted development like the Glen we better stick 

to the more dignified approach . . ." (pp. 34-35). Ironi

cally, Babbitt thinks the disservice would be done to real 

estate, not to poetry. At a party. Babbitt reveals a slight 

acquaintance with Dante. When his name is mentioned. Bab

bitt says, "Sure—the fellow that took the Cook*s Tour to 

Hell. I've never waded through his po'try, but we learned 

about him in the U" (p. 105). Another example of Babbitt'a 

attitude toward literature is revealed in his statement that 

the Simday School prizes were "a lot of folderols and doo

dads like poetry books and illustrated Testaments, instead 

of something a real live kid would want to work for, like 

real cash or a speedometer for his motor cycle" (p. 176). 

However, there are books in the Babbitt home. In the bed

room there is "a standard bedside book with colored illus

trations—what particular book it Lisj cannot be ascertained, 

since no one LhasJ ever opened it" (p. 15). In the living 

room, on a table, there are "three 'gift books'—large, 

expensive editions of fairy-tales illustrated by English 

artists and as yet unread by any Babbitt save Tinka," their 

thirteen-year old daughter (p. 77). 

Babbitt's taste in literature is even less cultivated 

than that of Lapham, who only read the nevrspaper. Babbitt 

prefers the comics to any other literature and reads them 

zealously. His faith in the rest of the nev7spaper is 

revealed here: 
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Purthermore, he felt that on the subject of Shakespeare 
he wasn't really an authority. Neither the Advocate-
Times, the Evening Advocate, nor the Bulletin of the 
Zenith Chamber of Commerce had ever had an editorial on 
the matter, (p. 64) 

Babbitt's own writing echoes his taste in literature. His 

business letters are filled with cliches and slang expres

sions. The following is a prime example: 

SAY, OLD MANl 
I just want to know can I do you a whaleuva favor? Hon
est! No kidding! I know you're interested in getting a 
house, not merely a place where you hang up the old bon
net but a love-nest for the wife and kiddies—and maybe 
for the flivver out beyant . . . the spud garden. Say, 
did you ever stop to think that we're here to save you 
trouble? That's how we make a living—folks don't pay us 
for otir lovely beauty! Now take a look: 
Sit right down at the handsome carved mahogany escri
toire and shoot us in a line telling us just what you 
want, and if we can find it we'll come hopping dovm your 
lane with the good tidings, and if we can't we won't 
bother you. To save your time, just fill out the blank 
enclosed. On request will also send blank regarding 
store properties in Floral Heights, Silver Grove, Linton, 
Bellevue, and all East Side residential districts. 

Yours for service, (p. 33) 

Babbitt's knowledge of and interest in the other arts is 

very similar to his attitudes toward literature. The fur

nishings in his home are like those of all the other homes 

in his neighborhood. His taste in art does not reveal 

personal feelings but rather it reveala a tendency to be 

conventional. 

Among the pictures, hung in the exact center of each gray 
panel, were a red and black imitation English hunting-
print, an anemic imitation boudoir-print with a French 
caption of whose morality Babbitt had always been rather 
suspicious, and a "hand-colored" photograph of a Colonial 
room—rag rug, maiden spinning, cat demure before a white 
fireplace. (Nineteen out of every twenty houses in 
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Floral Heights had either a hunting print, a Madame Fait 
la Toilette print, a colored photograph of a New England 
house, a photograph of a Rocky Mountain, or all four.) 
(pp. 77-78) 

Babbitt has three of the four standard works of "art." In 

the same room there is a piano used only by Tinka. The rest 

of the Babbitt family prefers the more modem phonograph, 

and besides, they know nothing of music except "the nice 

adjustment of a bamboo needle" (p. 78). 

Having seen Babbitt's attitudes toward good literature 

and art, one is not surprised to learn that he feels that 

education should have as its only goal the preparation of 

the student for an occupation. Babbitt fails to understand 

his da\ighter Verona, who wants to do charity work after grad

uating from college. He insists that she tedce a paying job 

as a secretary. Babbitt himself is a college graduate, but, 

unlike his acquaintance, Noel Ryland, who is a "frivolous 

graduate of Princeton," Babbitt is "a sound and standard 

ware from that great department-store, the State University" 

(?• 59). George Babbitt criticizes the local high school 

system's teaching of the arts. Agreeing with his son's com

plaints about school, he says, 

I don't see myself why they stuck 'em into an up-to-date 
high school system like we have in this state. Be a good 
deal better if you took business English, and learned how 
to write an ad, or letters that would piill. (p. 65) 

He notes that "there's a whole lot of valuable time lost even 

at the U., studying poetry and French and subjects that never 

brought in anybody a cent" (p. 72). He becomes interested in 
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Ted's desire to study by correspondence only when he real

izes that it is a profitable industry. He comments that he 

"always figured somebody'd come along with the brains to not 

leave education to a lot of bookworms and impractical theo

rists but to make a big thing of it" as the correspondence 

schools have done (p. 72). 

Babbitt does not believe that everyone should be edu

cated. He says, 

I certainly do protest against euay effort to get a lot of 
fellows out of barber shops and factoriea into the pro
fessions. They're too crowded already, and what'11 we do 
if those fellows go and get educated, (p. 73) 

Babbitt, like Newman and Lapham, is not schooled in the 

social amenities. He refers to his much disliked tuxedo as 

"tux," and Lewis says that "a dinner of twelve with flowers 

from the florist's emd all the cut-glaaa out, ataggered even 

the Babbitts" (p. 87). Babbitt sees things he has never 

seen before when he goes to the home of Mr. Eathorne, the 

b€uak president, for dinner. Before that night, Babbitt had 

never seen anyone ring for a servant except during mesJ-s, 

and he had never seen men drink without making jokes about 

prohibition. Babbitt is imcomfortable in such situations 

because he, like Lapham, is not used to making polite con

versation. In his own home, Babbitt discusses such topics 

as whether or not his suit needs pressing or the advantage 

of eating apples daily. With his friends at the club, he 

indulges in crude, vulgar conversation and jokes. When the 
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wealthy, socially superior McKelveys come to dinner, Babbitt 

realizes that he should not tell his usual jokes, but he 

does not know quite what to talk about. 

In contrast to the more gentle Nevnnan, and somewhat like 

the braggart Lapham, Babbitt is presented as a dull, loud 

avaricious boar. Babbitt, unlike the others, does have 

Txlterior motives for his social climbing. Nearly everything 

that Babbitt does is directed toward selling more real 

estate. The reader may find it difficult to sympathize with 

Babbitt's innocence when he sees him coiltivating friends for 

business reasons. The reader must look to other areas in 

Babbitt's personality for honesty. 

P. Scott Fitzgerald, in his novel, The Great Gatsby 

(1925), envelops his famous businessman in an aura of mya-

tery. Little information is given about the character, but 

from what is given, the reader is able to determine that Jay 

Gatsby has a backgroxmd very similar to those of Nevnnan, 

Babbitt, and Lapham. Gatsby is a self-made man who thinks 

like a businessman in most of his dealings with other 

people. 

Gatsby uses his money to force his way into society by 

giving large parties. It is at these parties that one first 

hears other chaxacters discuss Gatsby. Gatsby, like the 

other three businessmen, lacks culture and social polish. 

Unlike Lapham and Babbitt, who often use slang, Gatsby tries 

too hard. Nick Carroway notices that Gatsby's "elaborate 
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formality of speech just missed being absurd."^ In his 

fantastic mansion, he has a library complete with bookcases 

full of uncut books. A drunk attending a party at Gatsby's 

expresses amazement that the books are real, not cardboard, 

as he had expected. Other characters also display snobbish 

attitudes toward Gatsby. At this same party, people discuss 

certain pecularities in Gatsby's personality. His past is 

unknown, but there are many theories circtilating among the 

guests. A rumor says that he "killed a man" (p. 44). One 

guest says "he was a German spy during the war," but another 

is sure "he was in the American army during the war" 

(p. 44). Fitzgerald sums up the guests' attitude toward 

Gatsby when he says: 

Instead of rambling, this party preserved a dignified 
homogeneity, and assumed to itself the function of repre
senting the staid nobility of the country-side—East Egg 
condescending to West Egg, and carefully on guard against 
its spectroscopic gayety. (p. 45) 

Within the population of East Egg, the more fashionable 

of the two ovals that extend into the Long Island Sound, 

lives Gatsby's real nemesis, Tom Buchanan. Gatsby, as a 

youth, had an affair with Daisy Fay, who became Tom's wife. 

The affair was broken off while Gatsby was away with the 

army. V.hen Tom discovers that Daisy has knovm Gatsby before, 

he develops a snobbish attitude toward Gatsby. Tom, out 

^ P. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby. The Scribner 
Library (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1925), p. 48. 
(Other page references to this volume will be enclosed in 
parentheses in the text.) 
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horseback riding with two friends, a man and a woman, drops 

by Gatsby's house one afternoon for a drink. As they are 

leaving, the woman invites Gatsby to come along with them to 

her house for supper. \/hen Gatsby excuses himself to pre

pare for the trip, Tom says, "My God, I believe the man's 

coming, . . . Doesn't he know she doesn't want him?" He 

wonders where Daisy met Gatsby and says that he thinks 

"women run around too much these days" and "meet all kinds 

of crazy fish" (p. 104). It may be significant that Tom 

chooses to call Gatsby a "fish," which is slang for "one who 

is easily deceived." Tom has noted earlier that Gatsby does 

not realize that he is not wanted in Tom's group. Tom, in 

further attacks on Gatsby, expresses suspicion that Gatsby 

may have gotten his money dishonestly. He asks Nick Carro

way, "Who is this Gatsby anyhow? • . • Some big bootlegger?" 

In answer to Nick's inquiry about the source of his infor

mation, Tom replies, "I didn't hear it. I Imagined it. A 

lot of these newly rich people are just big bootleggers, you 

know" (p. 109). Tom Buchanan's remarks are vindictive while 

Mrs. Corey's remarks about the newly rich in The Rise of 

Silas Lapham are merely snobbish. 

Tom describes Gatsby's elaborate car as a "circus wagon" 

(p. 121), and at the suggestion that Gatsby is an Oxford 

man, Tom says, "An Oxford man! . . . Like hell he is! He 

wears a pink suit" indicating that Gatsby has not achieved 

good taste in spite of his riches (p. 122). In the presence 
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of his friends, Tom questions Gatsby about his attendance at 

Oxford and on hearing the reply, he "glanceLs] around to see 

if LtheyJ mirror his unbelief" (p. 130). 

When Gatsby's desire for Daisy is finally brought out in 

the open, Tom justifies his reaction with the supreme insult, 

"I suppose the latest thing is to sit back and let 

Mr. Nobody from Nowhere make love to your wife" (p. 130). 

He wonders how such a nobody even "got within a mile of her 

unless LheJ brought the groceries to the back door" (p. 132). 

Tom does not believe Daisy would leave him "for a common 

swindler who'd have to steal the ring he put on her finger" 

(p. 134). Tom has so little faith in the ability of a 

"nobody" like Gatsby to break up his marriage that he sug

gests that Daisy ride home with Gatsby after the confron

tation in a downtown hotel where their group has gone for a 

party. Tom tells Daisy, "Go on. He won't annoy you. I 

think his presumptuous little flirtation is over" (p. 136). 

To Tom Buchanan, the Coreys, the Bellegardes, cuid the 

McKelveys, it is indeed presumptuous of the businessman to 

hope for equal treatment. 

That Gatsby co\ild never escape his lowly background is 

pointed out by Nick Carroway in his final reminiscences 

about the dead Gatsby: 

And as I sat there brooding on the old, unknovm world, I 
thought of Gatsby's wonder when he first picked out the 
green light at the end of Daisy's dock. He had come a 
long way to this blue lawn, and his dream must have 
seemed so close that he could hardly fail to grasp it. 
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He did not know that it was already behind him, some
where back in that vast obscurity beyond the city, where 
the dark fields of the republic rolled on under the 
night, (p. 182) 

Gatsby's inability to escape his past is similar to the 

dilemma that the other self-̂ nade men face. Gatsby never 

wins DfidLsy; in fact he never even becomes accepted by the 

East Eggers who crowd his house for parties. Christopher 

Newman is accepted for awhile because the Bellegardes want 

his money, but then they decide that they are making too big 

a sacrifice and withdraw; Silas Lapham is accepted by the 

Coreys with reservations because their son is determined to 

marry the Lapham's daughter; and George Babbitt never is 

accepted by the McKelveys—the best he can do is a marriage 

between his son and the daughter of a Ph.D. Through the use 

of aristocratic characters in contrast with the newly rich 

businessman, the novelists are pointing up the fact that the 

newly rich have been so busy getting money that they have 

not had time to acquire culture, social graces, and 

especially good taste, none of which may be bought with 

money. 



CHAPTER III 

THE BUSINESSMAN'S IDEALISTIC RELATIONSHIPS WITH WOMEN 

An outstanding characteristic shared by Silas Lapham, 

Christopher Newman, George Babbitt, and Jay Gatsby is their 

idealistic attitude toward women; each feels that the com

panionship of an ideal woman is necessary to his happiness. 

Silas Lapham, unlike the others, is married to his ideal 

woman throughout the novel. The others never are able to 

marry the perfect woman, and a major part of their stories 

is concerned with seeking and attaining her. In their 

"following of a grail" (Gatsby. p. 149), these men are 

seeking much more than a woman; they are seeking acceptance 

in society. 

Silas Lapham has a high regard for gull the women in his 

life. He lavishes praise on his mother who worked hard to 

bring up a family of boys on limited mesuis. He is proud of 

his older daiighter's intelligence and his yoTinger daughter's 

beauty. His greatest possession, however, is his wife, who 

once was his schoolteacher. Much of Lapham's personality is 

revealed in his feelings for his wife: 

Lapham was proud of his wife, and when he married her it 
had been a rise in life for him. For a while he stood in 
awe of his good fortune, but this could not last, and he 
simply remained supremely satisfied with it. The girl 
who had taught school with a clear head and a strong hand 
was not afraid of work; she encouraged and helped him 
from the first, and bore her full share of the common 
biirden. She had health, and she did not worry his life 
out with peevish complaints and vagaries; she had sense 
and principle, and in their simple lot she did what was 
wise and right. Their marriage was hallowed by an early 
sorrow: they lost their boy, and it was years before 

42 
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they could look each other in the face euid speak of him. 
No one gave up more than they when they gave up each 
other and Lapham went to the war. When he came back and 
began to work, her zeal and courage formed the spring of 
his enterprise, (pp. 46-47) 

Lapham's wife serves as a guide for Lapham. Much of 

Lapham's actions are determined by what he thinks will 

please Mrs. Lapham. When he explains to Hartley Hubbard, 

the reporter, how he got started in the mineral paint busi

ness, Lapham is very careful to emphasize his wife's influ

ence on the business. He says that he first tried the paint 

found on his father's farm because his wife was always 

urging v̂ T̂n to paint the tavern he had rented. Her enthusi

asm spurred him on to further development of the paint. He 

even named one of the brands of paint after his wife and put 

it on the market on her birthday. Lapham believes that being 

proud of one's wife is a universal phenomenon. When Bartley 

Hubbard expresses an understanding of Lapham's pride in his 

wife, Howells says Lapham recognized "another of the vaat 

majority of married Americans; a few underrate their wives, 

but the rest think them supernal in intelligence and capa

bility" (p. 15). Lapham aays of Mrs. Lapham*s help on his 

first attempts in the paint business, "Mis* Lapham was with 

me every time. No hang back about her. I tell you she was a 

woman!" (p. 15) He further declares that 

If it hadn*t been for her, . . . the paint V70uldn*t have 
come to anything. I used to tell her it wan't the 
seventy-five percent of purr-ox-eyed of iron in the ore 
that made the paint go; it was the seventy-five percent 
of purr-ox-eyed of iron in her. (p. 16) 
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Lapham does not mind if his wife knows how much pride he 

takes in her; he tells her, "I guess I shoTildn't have 

amounted to much without you, Persis" (p. 168). 

Lapham has confidence in his wife*s ability to handle 

any situation. Just as he relies on her judgment in his 

business, he also relies on her actual labor. When he left 

to go to war, her last words to him were: "1*11 look after 

the paint, Si." Lapham says of her: "And I knew if times 

did anyways come up again, m*wife*d know just what to do" 

(p. 17). When Mrs. Lapham advises Lapham to take a partner 

with capital, he takes one against his ovm wishes because he 

knows she knows best. Later when the partnership is dis

solved, Mrs. Lapham feels that her husband mistreated Milton 

Rogers in their business dealings. She begins to act as a 

conscience for Lapham in that she never lets him forget that 

57 
she is disappointed in his attitude toward Rogers.*" She 

knows that he feels that he was justified in easing a weak 

partner out of the business, but she also knows that his 

motives were purely selfish—^he just could not bear to share 

his paint with anyone. She tells him: 

. . . you had better face the truth, Silas . . . You 
crowded him out. A man that had saved you! No, you had 
got greedy, Silas. You had made your paint your god, 
and you couldn*t bear to let anybody else share in its 
blessings, (p. 45) 

Silas Lapham becomes angry at her remarks and tells her to 

57 Harry T. Moore, Afterword in Howells, p. 346. 
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mind her ovm business—^housekeeping. When the opportunity 

arises, however, Lapham attempts to make up for forcing 

Rogers out of the business. He lends Rogers money, 

accepting as collateral land that Lapham knows to be worth

less. Later Rogers brings to Lapham dishonest men who are 

willing to buy the land for unsuspecting clients. When Lap

ham paces the floor trying to decide what to do, Mrs. Lapham 

thinks of Jacob vfrestling with the angel. She thinks Silas 

Lapham is struggling with the devil, but actually he is 

struggling with Mrs. Lapham. She wins in the end. Lapham 

does what he thinks will please Mrs. Lapham, as he usually 

does. He feels that by being scrupulously honest in this 

deal, he can make up for what she feels was a wrong done to 

Rogers. 

While Lapham prefers a helpmate, Nevnnan, Babbitt, and 

Gatsby have more romantic visions of the ideal woman. The 

women considered ideal by Newman and Gatsby bear many resem

blances; for that reason they will be discussed together 

here. Both of these men are unmarried, and both seek mar

riage with an aristocratic, unattainable woman. 

Nevnnan was fond of being in the company of women, but he 

had no special vfay of treating them. 

If it is true that one must always have in one's work 
here below a religion, or at least an ideal, of some 
sort, Newman found his metaphysical inspiration in a 
vague acceptance of final responsibility to some illu
mined feminine brow. (p. 28) 
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Newman is very definite about the quality of his future 

wife. He says, "My wife must be a magnificent woman" 

(p. 34), and 

I made up my mind tolerably early in life that a beauti
ful wife was the thing best worth having, here below* 
It is the greatest victory over circumstances. When I 
say beautiful, I mean beautiful in mind and in manners, 
as well as in person, (p. 35) 

When Mrs. Tristram asks if he would consider a foreigner, 

Nevnnan. says that he would like a wife who speaks the same 

language as he does, but he also says that he "rather likeLs] 

the idea of teiking in Europe, too. It enlarges the field of 

selection. When ihe can] choose from a greater number, the] 

can bring LhisJ choice to a finer point" (p. 37). Nevnnan 

wants to possess "the best article on the meurket" (p. 35). 

While Gatsby's attitude toward women in general is a con

trast to Nevnnan*s (Gatsby "knew women early, and since they 

spoiled him he became contemptuous of them" p. 99), Gatsby 

is idealistic in his choice of a future wife just as Nevnnan 

is. Daisy Fay was "the first *nice* girl he had ever knovm" 

(p. 148), and eventually he "took her because he had no real 

right to touch her hand" (p. 149). "He found her excitingly 

desirable" (p. 148) because she lived in a beautiful house, 

and he found it exciting "that so many men had already loved 

Daisy—it increased her value in his eyes" (p. 148). He was 

greatly impressed by "the youth and mystery that wealth 

imprisons and preserves, Lby] the freshness of many clothes, 

and lby] Daisy, gleaming like silver, safe and proud above 
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the hot struggles of the poor" (p. 150), Like Newman, 

Gatsby wants to possess "the best article on the market" 

(The American, p. 35). 

Both James and Fitzgerald use the color white as a 

method of emphasizing the ideal woman*s role. The first 

time Nevnnan sees Claire de Cintr^, she is described as "a 

woman young and pretty, dressed in white" (p. 40). Even 

before Newman has seen Claire, his friend Tristram has 

called her "a great white doll of a woman" (p. 39), and when 

Nevnnan says goodbye to Claire, he kisses "her white face" 

(p. 286) and later describes her as a "superb white flower" 

(p. 287). Nevnnan*s impressions of Claire are that "she was 

so tall and yet so light, so active and yet so still, so ele

gant and yet so simple, so frank and yet so mysterious!" 

(p. 102) To sum up his impressions that she possesses 

everything, Nevnnan says, "She is my dream realised" (p. 112). 

Newman* s impressions of Madame de Cintre are echoed in 

Gatsby*s impressions of Daisy. Like Nevnnan, Gatsby chooses 

an aristocratic woman. The first time the reader sees 

Daisy, she, like Claire, is wearing white: in a later scene 

she again wears white suid Fitzgerald even describes her as 

looking like a silver idol. Jordan Baker remembers the 

young Daisy Fay dressed in white and driving a white road

ster. Daisy herself refers to her youth as her "white girl

hood" (p. 20). Like Claire, Daisy is young and pretty, and 

she is full of mystery and contradictions. One aspect of 
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Daisy*s mystery is evident in her voice; she murmurs. A 

contradiction in Daisy*s personality is also presented in 

passages describing her speech. A pseudo-innocence is empha

sized in the following passages: "'Who is "Tom"?' she asked 

innocently" (p. 86). "'You resemble the advertisement of the 

man,' she went on innocently" (p. 119) (underlining mine). 

Daisy and Claire are of different nationalities, but 

they share an aristocratic background. Claire de Cintre is 

a member of the noble French Bellegarde family who had mar

ried her to a suitable older man when she was only eighteen. 

Daisy Pay, as a wealthy young American debutante, broke off 

her romance with the unsuitable Lieutenant Gatsby; she later 

married the highly suitable Tom Buchanan. Both Daisy and 

Claire inspire a sort of protective attitude in their 

admirers. Though Nevnnan is skeptical when he first hears 

that Claire has been bullied by her family, he quickly 

becomes sympathetic, saying, "But that sort of thing is infa

mous . . . it makes me feel savage to hear of it" (p. 79). 

Nevnnan thinks that if he offers marriage to Madame de Cintre 

he will be releasing her from a "dreary bondage" (p. 121). 

He tells young Madame de Bellegarde that he does not want to 

come into the family, but he wants to take Claire out of it 

(p. 159). James says that Newman's "desire to interpose 

between her and the troubles of life had the quality of a 

young mother's eagerness to protect the sleep of her first

born child" (p. 166). Nevnnan sums up his protective attitude 
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when he tells Claire that with him she will be "as safe 

. . . as in her father's arms" (p. 184). 

Gatsby is primarily concerned with protecting Daisy's 

reputation and with keeping Tom from hurting her. He even 

gets rid of his servants and hires new ones who will not 

gossip about him and Daisy. V/hen Tom scolds her for com

plaining about the heat, Gatsby tells Tom to let her alone. 

After Gatsby has his confrontation with Tom and hears that 

Daisy does love Tom, he still feels that he must protect 

Daisy from Tom; after taking her home he stands outside her 

house to watch for signs of trouble. 

Newman and Gatsby are as innocent in their attempts to 

gain these two women as they are in their attempts to break 

into the society of aristocrats. Nevnnan actually believes 

that he can persuade Claire de Cintre to go against the tra

ditions of her ancestry and marry a "commercial person." He 

does not understand her family's objections to him because 

he has lived in a world in which the important things are 

those which can be earned. He is not used to people who 

prefer living on limited means to the competition of the com

mercial world. To Nevnnan, Claire represents a challenge. 

Newman has worked hard for his wealth, and he sees Claire as 

another goal to be achieved through determination. 

Jay Gatsby also believes his lady can be attained 

throiigh effort. He does not give up the idea even vhen 

Daisy marries. He considers her marriage only a setback in 
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his advancement toward his goal. He works hard, becomes 

rich, and buys a mansion, all to impress Daisy, who repre

sents his supreme goal. Neither Gatsby nor Newman is able 

to overcome the barriers that exist between the aristocratic 

class and the newly rich or the leisure class and the 

working class. 

The development of the search for the ideal woman in 

Babbitt is more complex than the search in the other novels. 

George Babbitt differs from Lapham, Nevnnan, and Gatsby in 

that he has no particular woman as his ideal—he dreams of a 

"fairy child" when he is depressed, and does at times seek a 

human "fairy child"; but the original dream girl is not an 

actual woman. 

The "fairy child" is an escape mechanism for Babbitt. 

Though outwardly he appears devoted to earning money and to 

slavish conformity. Babbitt frequently expresses desires to 

escape from the pressures of the business world and his 

family's demands on him. This expression of the desire to 

escape takes the form of a recurring dream. Lewis calls 

Babbitt's dream "a dream more romantic than scarlet pagodas 

by a silver sea" (p. 6). Lewis explains the significance of 

the dream in this way: 

For years the fairy child had come to him. Where others 
saw but Georgie Babbitt, she discerned gallant youth. 
She waited for him, in the darkness beyond mysterious 
groves. V/hen at last he cotild slip away from the crowded 
house he darted to her. His wife, his clamoring friends, 
sought to follow, but he escaped, the girl fleet beside 
him, and they crouched together on a shadowy hillside. 
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She was so slim, so white, so eager! She cried that he 
was gay and valiant, that she would wait for him, that 
they would sail— (p. 6) 

Though Babbitt is presented as a scheming businessman, Lewis 

repeatedly indicates that Babbitt is not satisfied with his 

life. He says that Babbitt sometimes "detestLs] the grind 

of the real-estate business, and dislikeLs] his family" 

(p. 7). After an evening of poker, beer, and cigars, he 

resents the return to the "restricted region of wives and 

stenographers, and of suggestions not to smoke so much" 

(p. 7). Babbitt himself says, "Oh, Lord, sometimes I'd like 

to quit the whole game" (p. 22). When he is ill, he says, 

"I don't hardly want to go back to work" (p. 191). At the 

end of his story. Babbitt says to his son Ted, "I've never 

done a single thing I've wanted to in my whole life!" 

(p. 319) 

Failing to find satisfaction in his attempts to escape 

his discontentment through his dreams. Babbitt turns to a 

search for a human representative of his fairy child to com

fort him. He examinee several females, including 

Miss McGoun, his secretary; Louetta Swanson, a neighbor; Ida 

Putiak, a manicure girl; and Tanis Judique, a real estate 

customer. 

Miss McGoun, Babbitt's secretary, is his first candidate. 

She is young and pretty, and Babbitt "half identifieLSj her 

with the fairy girl of his dreams," causing "a longing which 

^isj indistinguishable from loneliness tto enfeeble] him" 
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(p. 33). Babbitt dreams of Miss McGoun, but she effectively 

halts any advances he attempts toward her. At her dis-

co\iragement of him. Babbitt turns again to longing for the 

dream girl. Louetta Swanson, another possible dream girl, 

is the wife of a neighbor of the Babbitts. Louetta is 

flirtatious and arouses all the men in Babbitt's SOCIEQ. set. 

Babbitt has, of course, noticed Louetta, but he has been 

innocent of any intentions toward her until he attends a 

party while Mrs. Babbitt is out of tovm. Lewis says, "All 

at once he identified Louetta with the fairy girl. He was 

startled by the conviction that they had always had a 

romantic attraction for each other" (p. 224). Louetta, like 

Miss McGo\m, swiftly wards off any advances that Babbitt 

might consider making. Ida Putiak, a manicure girl in the 

barber shop that Babbitt patronizes, is his next candidate. 

Apparently, Babbitt is attracted to Ida only because of her 

beauty and youth; she offers him nothing else. She has no 

refinement, and she does not provide the admiration and 

respect that Babbitt seeks. She goes out with him and 

responds coldly to his kiss, but Babbitt soon realizes that, 

to Ida, he is only worth the price of an expensive dinner. 

Babbitt is disappointed to find that none of these women 

fit his ideal, but he does not give up the search, Lewis 

says, 

If in Miss McGoun, Louetta Swanson, and Ida he had failed 
to find the lady kind and lovely, it did not prove that 
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she did not exist. He was hunted Lsic] by the ancient 
thought that somewhere must exist the not impossible she 
who would understand him, value him, and make him happy, 
(p. 236) 

Babbitt's final search for the fairy child leads him to a 

widow named Tanis Judique. This time he comes fairly close 

to what he is seeking. Mrs. Judique wears sophisticated 

clothing, she admires Babbitt's knowledge of his business, 

and she tells him that he is young. To Babbitt, Mrs. Judi

que appears yoimger than she is. He says, "I've found her! 

I've dreamed of her all these years and now I've found her!" 

(pp. 265-266) But like all the others, Tanis Judique turns 

out to be less than perfect. As long as Babbitt sees her 

alone, he feels that she is the long sought ideal, but in 

the company of her friends, Tanis becomes less desirable to 

him. He recovers from his disillusionment for a while, and 

he tries to become one of Tanis' "biinch." He begins to 

drink and smoke excessively and to "make love to every woman 

possible" (p. 275). He still sees Tanis, but now he real

izes that "Tanis Lis] no longer his one pure star, and he 

wonderLsJ whether she has ever been anything more to him than 

A Woman" (p. 275). Eventually Babbitt begins to feel tied 

to Tanis just as he has felt tied to Myra, his wife. He 

realizes that the freedom from Myra that he sought in the 

beginning of the affair with Tanis has only ensnared him in 

another trap. He tells Tanis that he can not stand having 

to see her. After breaking off from Tanis, he says, "Thank 
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God that's over! Poor Tanis, poor darling, decent Tanis! 

But it is over. Absolute! I'm free!" (p. 294) 

Ted Babbitt's girl friend, Eunice Littlefield, sits in 

Ted's father's lap and tells Babbitt that he is "lots nicer 

than Howard," her intellectual father whom Babbitt admires 

(p. 302). Eunice's attentions boost Babbitt's morale and 

"sometimes, in the veiled life of his dreams, when the fairy 

child L comes] running to him she L takes] on the semblance of 

Eunice Littlefield" (p. 184). 

After this period of seeking a human embodiment of the 

"fairy girl," George F. Babbitt is jolted back to reality. 

His wife becomes ill with appendicitis. In contrast to 

Tanis Judique, whom Babbitt has realized is just "A Woman," 

Lewis says Babbitt perceives that Myra is 

not merely A Woman, to be contrasted with other women, 
but his own self, and though he might criticize her and 
nag her, it was only as he might criticize and nag his 
ovm self, interestedly, unpatronizingly, without the 
expectation of changing—or any real desire to change— 
the eternal essence, (p. 305) 

His wife's illness puts an end to Babbitt's search for an 

ideal woman. He has been disappointed each time that he 

found someone to identify with his dream girl. He finally 

realizes that he has sought not a woman but freedom—freedom 

from pressures, worries, and time. He had become discon

tented with his life because he felt he was being weighed 

dovm by the need to conform. He had felt trapped by his 

marriage because he had married Myra out of sympathy for her. 
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On the day of his wedding, he had been "wild with the desire 

to flee" (p. 76). This desire to flee had come back to Bab

bitt many times, but it had been most strong when his friend, 

Paul Riesling, was sent to prison. Babbitt was in despair 

and tried to determine what he wanted. Lewis says, "he 

stumbled into the admission that he wanted the fairy girl-

in the flesh. If there had been a woman whom he loved, he 

would have fled to her, humbled his forehead on her knees" 

(p. 221). This revelation, of course, had led Babbitt into 

his search for the "fairy child." 

All through the novel. Babbitt is able to use this dream 

to slip away from people and escape the world's pressures. 

While his father-in-law, Henry Thompson, and a politician, 

Jake Offut, are plotting to take advantage of Babbitt'a 

patriotic appearances. Babbitt is sleeping. Lewis says: 

Instantly he was in the magic dream. He was somewhere 
among unknovm people who la\ighed at him. He slipped 
away, ran dovm the paths of a midnight garden, and at the 
gate the fairy child was waiting. Her dear and tranquil 
hand caressed his cheek. He was gallant and wise and 
well-beloved; warm ivory were her arms; and beyond peril
ous moors the brave sea glittered, (p. 86) 

Babbitt also uses his dream as a device for escaping the 

ravages of time. He often observes that he is getting older 

and that his wife is getting older. Early in the novel, we 

are told that Babbitt is forty-six years old. He is 

described as fat and unattractive. He thinks, "I'll be 

fifty in three years. Sixty in thirteen years. I'm going 

to have some fun before before it's too late" (p. 242). 
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Myra Babbitt is no longer careful about her appearance when 

she is alone with Babbitt. This may be a factor in Bab

bitt's delusion that there is an ideal woman since he alvfays 

sees other women at their best. His supreme insult to Zilla 

Riesling is "You're a scolding old woman! Old, by God!" 

(p. 113) Viewing the teenagers at his son's party. Babbitt 

feels "unconscious envy" (p. 186). He buys a yellow tie in 

an effort to make himself appear younger to Tanis. Just as 

the look of age leaves Myra's face when Babbitt sees that 

she is what he wants after all, one of mattirity comes to 

Tanis' face when Babbitt becomes disenchanted with her, 

Lewis says. 

Babbitt hated her, for the moment. He saw her as middle-
aged. He studied the vnrinkles in the softness of her 
throat, the slack flesh beneath her chin. The taut 
muscles of her youth were loose and drooping, (p. 269) 

Babbitt's desire to flee from time is evident in his 

search for a youthful "fairy girl." The girl in his dreams 

is youthful, and the human candidates for that position are 

youthful. Tanis Judique is not as young as the others are, 

but she appears young to Babbitt because she behaves as if 

she were young. 

When Jfyra Babbitt becomes ill and begs George Babbitt to 

stay and to comfort her, she no longer seems old to Babbitt. 

As Lewis expresses it, "maturity was wiped from her eyes; 

they were pleading and terrified" (p. 307). At her pleas. 

Babbitt weakens and sobbingly tells her that he has been 
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away for a while, but he is now back in the fold; and as he 

packs Myra's bags for the hospital stay he realizes regret

fully that he is now committed to a return to his old life. 

He sees that his search for the "fairy girl" has been a 

"last despairing fling before the paralyzed contentment of 

middle-age" (p. 308). 

Babbitt gives up his search for the "fairy child" and 

freedom partly because he has realized the futility of the 

seaxch and partly because he has been plagued with feelings 

of guilt and shame throughout the period of search. Because 

of these feelings, he keeps promising himself that he will 

stop seeing Tanis Judique even though he keeps going back. 

Very early we learn that he dislikeisj his job and his 

family and "dislikeLs] himself for disliking them" (p. 7). 

Later he says, "I act cranky and—I don't mean to, but I get 

—So darned tired!" (p. 22) On a train trip he even feels 

guilty for deserting his wife for the smoking car. After a 

wild party with Tanis' "Bunch," he is ashamed that he must 

avoid his children. He says, "I hate myself! God how I 

hate myself!" (p. 273) 

But stronger than Babbitt's feeling of guilt and shame 

is his realization of the futility of his search. Babbitt 

finds, as all men eventually do, that men cannot escape 

growing old. Babbitt gives up gracefully. Realizing that 

his own youth has irrevocably passed, he tells his son how 

he feels. He laments that he has not accomplished all he 
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intended to accomplish in his life, and he challenges Ted 

with, "Go ahead, old man! The world ia yours!" (p. 319) 

With these words. Babbitt gives up his search for youth and 

passes the challenges and the burdens of the world on to the 

next generation. 

Babbitt's story, like Newman's and Gatsby's, involves a 

search for an ideal. It differs from Lapham's in that Lap

ham has his idesuL woman—his problem is to please her. Each 

of the four men are involved in reaching one goal—that of 

Tnf̂ kjng a large amount of money and at the same time finding 

the ideal woman or pleasing her. To each of them, a perfect 

woman represents the greatest possession that a man can own; 

the difficTxlty comes in the failure to realize that such 

possessions are not purchased with money or even labor. 



CHAPTER IV 

REDEEMING QUALITIES OP THE BUSINESSMAN 

Chapter II of this paper discussed the novelists' 

tendency to make their businessmen under-educated and uncul

tured. In the next chapter the fictional businessman's 

idealistic relationships with women were considered. This 

chapter will provide examples of still other desirable 

qualities of the businessman. 

The novelists do make their commercially-oriented char

acters into strong businessmen or at least they make busi

ness the center of the lives of these men. Lapham has shovm 

that he intended to make something of himself from the very 

beginning. He first worked in a sawmill; then he was a 

stableman at the hotel; later he drove the stage which he 

eventually bought. He also rented the tavern stand; his 

wife's suggestion that he paint his place of business led to 

his decision to investigate the paint mine on his father's 

farm. He had the ore analyzed and discovered that it was 

valuable. After that, Lapham says that he "went right back 

to Lumberville and sold out everything, and put all Lhe] 

could rake and scrape together into paint" (p. 15). Of the 

Lapham's early years together, Howells says, "their first 

years there were given to careful getting on Lapham's part, 

and careful saving on his wife's" (p. 25). Lapham finally 

is forced to take a partner who can provide capital for the 

paint business. He does this against his A ill; he much 
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prefers to keep the business all for himself. After he has 

had the benefit of hjs partner's investment, he forces 

Rogers to buy out or sell, Rogers is unable to buy Lapham 

out, so Lapham buys Rogers out paying him more than he orig

inally invested. Later Lapham loses nearly all that he has 

because he gambles on the wildcat securities obtained from 

Rogers in exchange for a loan. 

Though Howells makes Silas Lapham a man primarily inter

ested in making money, he passes very quickly over the 

details of the money-making process. The reader is able to 

sympathize with Lapham because he is a family man who is 

very proud of his wife and daughters, \iho are indeed assets 

in that they approve of him, but who do not actually con

tribute to his money making. The reader also sjrmpathizes 

with Lapham because he has a conscience. Lapham supports 

the family of Jim Millon, who probably saved Lapham's life 

during the war. Lapham knows that Molly Millon spends the 

money on alcohol, but he feels compelled to keep providing 

for her and her daughter. He brings Zerilla, the daxighter, 

into his office to work as a typist in an attempt to help 

straighten out the family. He advises Hen Dewey, Zerilla* s 

worthless husband, to divorce Zerilla. 

Howells gets sympathy for his character also through 

tragedy. In the novel, a great deal of time is spent dis

cussing the Lapham*s new house. Lapham's old house is in 

the South End; his new house is being built in the Beacon 
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Hill area, the most fashionable part of town. Lapham has an 

offer to buy the house after he decides that selling the 

house is the best way to save face in his time of financial 

troubles. When he receives the offer, Lapham hesitates to 

give up so quickly. "So much of his hope for himself and 

his children had gone into it that the thought of selling it 

made him tremulous and sick" (p. 285). Lapham goes over to 

the house for one last look and decides that "he would never 

sell it as long as he had a dollar" (p. 287). He lights a 

fire to see how the chimney draws and devises a plan for 

saving his fortune. Evidently he does not put the fire out 

completely because when he strolls by the house v>rith his 

daughter a little later in the evening a crowd has gathered 

to watch it go up in smoke. Howells adds a touch of irony 

to emphasize the tragic situation. A pretty girl viewing 

the flames says, "Isn't it perfectly magnificent! I 

wouldn't have missed it on any account. Thank you ao. much, 

Mr. Symington, for bringing us out!" In response, Mr. Syming

ton says, "You can enjoy it without the least compunction, 

Miss Delane, for I happen to know that the house belongs to 

a man who csui afford to burn one up for you once a year" 

(p. 289). Upon hearing of the fire, Mrs. Lapham fears that 

they will be suspected of burning the house to collect insur

ance, but Lapham discovers that the insurance expired only a 

week before. This final tragedy completes the bid for 

sympathy. 
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Another method that Howells employs to gain a sympa

thetic ear for Lapham is his exaggerated treatment of the 

Coreys. Bromfield Corey is pictured as "a white mustached 

old gentleman, who had never been able to abandon his pince-

nez for the superior comfort of spectacles, even in the 

privacy of his ovm library" (p. 58). He expresses rather 

snobbish notions about society while recognizing that money 

is becoming more important than family name. V.hen hia son 

says that he feels that he should stop living off the family 

and start working, the older Corey says. 

Ah, we shall never have a real aristocracy while this 
plebeian reluctance to live upon a parent or a wife con
tinues the animating spirit of our youth. It strikes at 
the root of the whole feudal system. I really think you 
owe me an apology, Tom. I supposed you wished to marry 
the girl's money, and here you are, basely seeking to go 
into business with her father, (p. 63) 

Bromfield himself was reared by a father who was an India 

merchant and who expected his son to enter some profession. 

Bromfield became an amateur painter who eventually gave up 

painting because he had so much money that 

it was absurd for him to paint portraits for pay, and 
ridiculous to paint them fcr nothing; so he did not paint 
them at all. He continued a dilettante, never quite 
abandoning his art, but working at it fitfully, and 
talking more about it than working at it. (p. 66) 

LVen when their money began to run low, rather than go into 

business, the Coreys sold a house and began to limit some of 

their activities. 

Like Silas Lapham, Christopher Nevnnan has devoted much 

of his time and energy to money making. Of Christopher 
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Nevnnan, James says. 

It must be admitted, rather nakedly, that Christopher 
Newman's sole aim in life had been to make money; what 
he had been placed in the world for was, to his ovm per
ception, simply to wrest a fortune, the bigger the 
better, from defiant opportunity. This idea completely 
filled his horizon and satisfied his imagination, 
(p. 20) 

Newman is very proud of having made his fortune; he says, "I 

can't say I have had any specialty. My specialty has been 

to make the largest possible fortune in the shortest possible 

time" (p. 134). The total consciousness of having money is 

expressed in Newman's first word to Noemie, "combien?" (p. 4) 

In becoming rich Nevnnan has fulfilled his duty as an Ameri

can. According to Valentin de Bellegarde, Nevnnan's 

poverty was this] capital. Being an American, it vaa 
impossible that Lhe] should remain what Lhe] was born, 
and being born poor— . . . it was therefore inevitable 
that Lhe] should become rich. (p. 95) 

When questioned by Valentin, Nevnnan expresses a pride in his 

achievements. He says he attributes his self-confidence to 

"the proud consciousness of honest toil— of having manu

factured a few wash-tubs • . . and the privilege of being an 

American citizen" (p. 97). 

Nevnnan remains the businessman in all his relationships, 

including his dealing with Claire de Cintre whom he wishes 

to marry. He decides that he must have "the best article on 

the market," (p. 35) and as soon as he discovers that Claire 

is the ideal that he seeks, he begins to work toward 

acquiring her just as he would work toward any other goal. 
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When Newman proposes to Claire, he, "with great directness 

and firmness, and without any sense of confusion," says, "I 

should like immensely to make you my wife" (p. 119). Before 

Claire comments at all, Newman goes on with his sales talk, 

explaining that he considers her his ideal woman, explaining 

why he has spoken so soon, and promising to overcome any 

obstacles. When Claire says, "No," Newman continuea with 

his persuasion, eventually persuading Claire to reconsider 

in six months. Later Madame de Bellegarde tells Nevnnan that 

he is "like a peddler with something to sell" (p. 334). 

In spite of Nevnnan*s businesslike manners and his former 

interest in making money, the reader is sympathetic toward 

Nevnnan for many reasons. One cannot fail to admire a man 

who has the determination that Nevnnan has. Nevnnan is able 

to persevere because he does not understand the kind of 

snobbery possessed by the aristocratic Bellegardes. He does 

not see that, in their eyes, he is not as good as they are. 

V/hen his friend, Valentin de Bellegarde tells Newman that 

his chances of marrying Madame de Cintre are very poor 

because he is not noble, Newman is completely baffled and 

says, "that I am not good enough to make a trial is rather 

a surprise" (p. 111). After being told by Valentin that he 

may not even be accepted by the Bellegardes, Nevnnan says, 

you have practically told me that your family and your 
friends will txim up their noses at me. . • .1 simply 
think, if you want to know, that I*m as good as the best. 
. . . To tell the truth, I have always had rather a good 
opinion of myself: a man who is successful can't help 
it. . . . (p. 113) 
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Valentin himself admires Nevnnan's determination and 

says. 

Excuse my speaking of it in that cold-blooded fashion, 
but the matter must, of necessity, be for me something 
of a spectacle. . . . But apart from that I sympathize 
with you, and I shall be actor, so far as I can, as well 
as spectator. You are a capital fellow; I believe in 
you and I back you. (p. 113) 

Valentin de Bellegarde goes on to prove that he does believe 

in Nevnnan and that he does back him in his efforts to win 

Claire. He extracts a promise from his sister that she will 

at least see Nevnnan. When the family decides against 

Claire's marriage to Nevnnan after having appeared to be in 

favor of it, Bellegarde betrays his family and offers New

man evidence against Madame de Bellegarde which Nevnnan can 

use to blackmail the family into letting him have Claire in 

marriage. But Nevnnan, in the end, proves to be more noble 

than the noblemen. He does allow Valentin to reveal to him 

part of the family secret, and he does follow it up by 

questioning Mrs. Bread, a family servant. Mrs. Bread gives 

Nevnnan a letter written by old Monsieur de Bellegarde, 

accusing his wife of his murder. Nevnnan shows a copy of the 

letter to Madame de Bellegarde smd her oldest son, threat

ening them with exposure if they do not give him Claire. 

Nevnnan, however, does not use the letter against the Belle

gardes when they refuse to be intimidated by his threats. 

He had planned to visit some of their aristocratic friends 

and tell them of the Bellegardes' disgrace, but he abruptly 
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changes his mind on the first visit. He spends some time 

traveling, and later returns to his Paris apartment, having 

given up the idea of revenge. No explanation for his 

decision is offered by the narrator. He says, 

Whether it was Christian charity or unregenerate good 
nature—what it was, in the background of his soul—I 
don't pretend to say; but Nevnnan's last thought was 
that of course he would let the Bellegardes go. (p. 364) 

Nevnnan burns the incriminating evidence in the presence of 

Mrs. Tristram, his friend, telling her that he could have 

used it against the Bellegardes. Mrs. Tristram tells him 

that the Bellegsp^des probably knew that he would never have 

used it against them and relied on his "remarkable good 

nature" (p. 368). The reader must sympathize with Nevnnsm 

who does not even have the satisfaction of knowing he fright

ened the Bellegardes even though he gave up the idea of 

revenge. 

Not only is Nevnnan magnanimous to the Bellegardes, but 

he is also generous to many others in other ways. Once, in 

America, Nevnnan had the opportunity to repay a business 

associate for mistreating him in a business deal; at that 

time Nevnnan let the chance for revenge (and sixty-thousand 

dollars) pass, just as he does later in Paris with the Belle

gaxdes. In Paris, he allows No6mie Nioche to overcharge him 

for her copies of great paintings and even orders other 

paintings from her. He offers to help Valentin de Belle

garde make money, if he will come with him to America, and 
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he takes Mrs. Bread on as his housekeeper (thougih no one 

lives in the house) after she leaves the Bellegaxdes. James 

has indeed portrayed a magnanimous character who deserves 

our sympathy in his endeavors. 

It is not as easy to find admirable qualities in George 

P. Babbitt as it is to find them in Nevnnan and Lapham. Bab

bitt is a very strict conformist and is devoted to making 

money at the expense of others. ("He serenely believeLs] 

that the one purpose of the real-estate business Lis] to 

make money for George P. Babbitt" p. 38.) He resents having 

to work hard for his money, and he resents the needs of his 

wife and his children. This theme is repeated throughout the 

novel and usually calls for a visit from Babbitt's "fairy 

child," either in his dreams or in the person of an available 

female. Babbitt's constant feeling of being trapped by the 

need to make money, the desire to rise in society, and the 

need to conform to the expectations of others, is the primary 

method of obtaining sympathy for this businessman. 

A major redeeming quality of Babbitt is his great 

friendship for PaTil Riesling. George Babbitt openly admires 

Paul, and he lives for the times when he can be alone with 

Paul to compare miseries. When Babbitt catches Paul with a 

strange woman in a Chicago hotel, he is shocked that Paul 

has a life that is not shared with Babbitt, but he goes out 

of his way to convince Paul's wife Zilla that Paul was in 

Akron on business. Vfhen Paul finally shoots his wife, 
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Babbitt sticks by his friend, and even offers to perjure 

himself to save Paul from a prison sentence, Paul, never

theless, is sentenced to three years in prison and Babbitt 

faces "a world which, without Paul, LIS] meaningless" 

(p. 218). 

George Babbitt makes one brave effort to escape the con

formity of his class. He refuses to join the Good Citizens' 

League when confronted by three of the city's most prominent 

men. He admits to himself that he is not sure why he does 

not want to join—he only knows that he is tired of being 

told what he shoxad do. Por a time Babbitt is able to 

resist the league, but he imagines that everyone is gossiping 

about him, and he actually does lose business during this 

time. V/hen his wife becomes ill, all their formerly alien

ated friends visit her in the hospital, and Babbitt is 

relieved that Virgil Grunch, a member of the Good Citizens' 

League, comes for a visit and persuades him to join at last. 

After a time of carousing. Babbitt visits Dr. Drew, his 

pastor, to make a confession. Lewis paints a rather comical 

scene of the minister praying and Babbitt fidgeting. When 

Babbitt confides that he has done some wild things like 

taking "a few drinks," the minister becomes interested and 

asks, "And, uh, brother—the other things, too? V/omen?" 

Babbitt lies about seeing women, but Dr. Drew persists in 

his questioning. He finsilly tells Babbitt he has a meeting 

of the Don't Make Prohibition A Joke Association, but he can 
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spare five minutes to pray for Babbitt. During the prayer. 

Babbitt sees Dr. Drew glance at his watch (p. 313). 

Dr. Drew's behavior at this time recalls Babbitt's previous 

businesslike handling of the chiirch's Sunday School program. 

Babbitt is appointed by the minister to help boost the 

attendance of the Sunday School. Babbitt visits all the 

classes, reads Sunday School literature, and finally comes 

up with some very commercial methods of improving the 

attendance. His most outstanding feat is the hiring of Ken

neth Escott, a young newspaper reporter, as a press agent 

for the Sunday School. Escott writes articles on such 

topics as "the value of the Prayer-life in attaining finan

cial success" (p. 179). Babbitt delights in the attention 

that his highly successful campaign attracts for him, and he 

is especially pleased about the close association with a 

bank president who is also on the committee. If Babbitt 

capitalizes on his church ties, he is, at least, no worse 

than the pastor who says he is "proud to be known as pri

marily a businessman" and vfxites editorials on "the Dollars 

and Sense Value of Christianity" (p. 167). Dr. Drew uses 

the church for his ovm glorification just as Babbitt does; 

the pastor often calls the newspaper and asks for a reporter 

to publicize his next sermon. 

Babbitt realizes that his life is not fulfilling, and 

he admits it. He regrets that marriage prevented him from 

going to law school. When his son, Ted, elopes with the 
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girl next door. Babbitt tells him, 

I do get a kind of sneaking pleasure out of the fact that 
you knew what you wanted to do and did it . . . Don't be 
scared of the family. No, nor all of Zenith. Nor of 
yourself, the way I've been. Go ahead, old man! The 
world is yours! (p. 319) 

With this outb\irst. Babbitt secures the reader's sympathy 

for him and his dilemma. 

P. Scott Fitzgerald gains sympathy for his business hero 

in severcil ways, but throughout the novel. The Great Gatsby. 

the reader is constantly reminded of Jay (Jatsby's illegal 

business connections. Nick Carroway, the narrator of 

Gatsby*s story, tells his listeners that Gatsby "represented 

everything for which L Carroway has] an unaffected scorn" 

(p. 2). At peurties in his ovm home, the guests discuss 

Gatsby*s mysterious past which they suspect contains evil. 

Like the other businessmen \mder consideration, Gatsby 

is a self-made man. His parents were poor farmers, and 

Gatsby determines very early that he will do better than 

they did. Gatsby decides what type of person he wants to be 

and works toward that goal. 

The truth lis] that Jay Gatsby of West Egg, Long Island, 
L springs] from his Platonic conception of himself. He 
Lis] a son of God— a phrase which, if it means anything, 

means just that— and he must be about His Father* s busi
ness, the service of a vast, vulgar, and meretricious 
beauty. So he inventis] just the sort of Jay Gatsby that 
a seventeen-year-old boy would be likely to invent, and 
to this conception he Lis] faithful to the end. (p. 99) 

In an effort to find his dream, James Gatz, who becomes Jay 

Gatsby, begins working for Dan Cody, a millionaire. After 
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Cody dies and Gatsby is denied the money that Cody has left 

him, he becomes involved in bootlegging with Meyer V̂ olfsheim 

and makes a large fortune. 

Jay Gatsby is so set on his goal that he will go to any 

lengths to achieve it. His associations with Dan Cody and 

with Daisy Pay make him all the more determined to have what 

they have—^money. Gatsby has been dazzled by the splendor 

money can buy. Gatsby* s resolution to become wealthy 

causes him to behave as a businessman at all times, even in 

his social dealings. One device that Fitzgerald uses to 

emphasize Gatsby* s role as a businessman is the ever-present 

telephone call. At almost the same moment that Nick meets 

Gatsby, Gatsby receives a business call from Philadelphia; 

and even during lunch with Nick, Gatsby consults his watch 

and rushes out to make a telephone call. Gatsby, like Chris

topher Nevnnan, is methodical in wooing his lady. Gatsby has 

spent five years in becoming rich enough to buy a mansion 

near the Buchanans so that he can invite Daisy over one day. 

He first asks people who come to his parties if they know 

Daisy; and when he discovers that Jordan Baker knows Daisy, 

he has Jordan arrange a meeting between Gatsby and Daisy at 

Nick Carroway*s house. V/hen Gatsby finally has a confron

tation with Tom Buchanan, Gatsby remains businesslike. He 

merely tells Tom that Daisy loves Gatsby, not Tom, and asks 

Daisy to verify the fact. 
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Though Gatsby made his fortune dishonestly, he inspires 

a certain amount of sympathy because of his determination to 

achieve his goals and especially because of the hopelessness 

of his situation. Nick Carroway, a representative of the 

old aristocracy, admires Gatsby and provides eloquent com

ments on Gatsby*s situation. Before he begins his story of 

Gatsby, he summarizes his memories of Gatsby: 

LGatsby had] an extraordinary gift for hope, a romantic 
readiness such as I have never found in any other person 
and which it is not likely I shall ever find again, N o -
Gat sby turned out all rig^t at the end; it is what preyed 
on Gatsby, what foul dust floated in the wake of his 
dreams that temporarily closed out my interest in the 
abortive sorrows and shortwinded elations of men. (p. 2) 

Thus, before the reader even meets Gatsby, he is told that 

Gatsby is not to be blamed for his mistakes. Before he 

knows Gatsby*s story, Nick senses a loneliness in Gatsby's 

life in spite of the large crowds that flock to his house. 

In describing the behavior of a group at one of Gatsby's 

psu'ties, Nick notes that "no one swooned backward on Gatsby, 

and no French bob touched Gatsby's shoulder, and no singing 

quartets were formed with Gatsby's head for one link" 

(p. 50). 

In spite of his single-minded efforts, and possibly 

because of his loneliness, Gatsby does try to be friendly. 

He calls everyone "sport" and provides endless hospitality 

for anyone who will visit him, including one man who stays 

at Gatsby's mansion so much that people call him "the 

boarder." Since Nick Carroway lives in a small bungalow 
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next door, Gatsby reasons that Nick does not make much 

money, and he offers him the opportunity to make some extra 

money. But Gatsby*s most generous act concerns Daisy. 

Gatsby allows Daisy to drive his car back to East Egg from 

New York; Daisy hits Myrtle Wilson but fails to stop after 

the accident. Gatsby magnanimously shields Daisy from expo

sure. He puts the car away, hoping it will not be identi

fied. But the cax is identified, and George Wilson, 

Myrtle's husband, visits Tom Buchanan whom he has seen 

driving the car earlier, Tom tells Wilson that Gatsby owns 

the car, Wilson kills Gatsby in his swimming pool and then 

commits suicide. More sympathy is invoked for Gatsby at his 

death; only Nick and Gatsby's father care that Gatsby is 

dead. Though it is, in any case, a generous act on Gatsby's 

part to take the blame for a crime committed by Daiay, it is 

all the more generous because Gatsby has just learned that 

Daisy does not believe as he does that the past can be 

"wiped out forever" (p. 132). He knows that Daisy will not 

leave Tom for him, and "'Jay Gatsby* Lis] broken up like 

glass against Tom*s hard malice" (p. 148). Fitzgerald 

stresses the futility of Gatsby*s efforts through Daisy*s 

reactions to the accident and Gatsby*s protection of her. 

While Gatsby is still standing in her yard, watching for a 

distress signal from Dedsy, Nick spies Daisy and Tom sitting 

silently at the table, and he says, "There was an unmis-

takeable air of natiiral intimacy about the picture, and 
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ainyone would have said they were conspiring together" 

(p. 146). Later, when Nick tries to call Daisy about 

Gatsby*s death, she and Tom have left with their baggage, 

leaving no forwarding address. 

Fitzgerald, like James, pits his hero against aristo

crats. Gatsby, like Nevnnan, is mistreated by these aristo

crats and is, therefore, able to gain the reader*s sjrmpathy, 

if not his approval. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

Chapter I of this paper presented siimmaries of eight 

critical essays written on the businessman as he appears in 

the American novel. Most of these essays accuse the novel

ists of being harsh in their treatment of commercial 

characters. Chapter II presents an analysis of the novel

ists* treatment of the businessman* s lack of knowledge in 

the realms of culture, education, and social behavior. In 

each of the four novels considered, the novelist tempers his 

criticism of the businessman with sympathy for his ignor

ance. Chapter III deals with the businessman* s tendency to 

seek an ideal woman. This idealization plays such a large 

part in these four novels that it makes the preoccupation 

with material objects in these men's lives appear insignifi

cant in comparison. Chapter IV presents examples of the 

novelists* treatment of the influence of money on the lives 

of the heroes. A study of the personctlities of the heroes 

shows that each hero has been endowed with enoTigh redeeming 

qucaities to overshadow his avarice. The abundance of such 

qualities indicates that the novelists are sympathetic 

toward their heroes, though possibly not toward business in 

general. 

As Kenneth S. Lynn has pointed out, these novels do not 

present a detailed picture of the businessman at work. 

Instead, the novels concentrate on the businessman*s private 
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life. The novelist apparently is more interested in 

studying business influence on men*s lives than in studying 

men's influence on business. In some of these novels, the 

hero is evidently involved in questionable business 

dealings, but the novelist does not dwell on these dealings. 

Jay Gatsby is not viewed as a bootlegger; he is viewed as a 

lonely man seeking acceptance in a hostile world. The dis

honesty in his past is never discussed at length, though it 

is mentioned several times. Silas Lapham's treatment of 

Milton Rogers is not presented in detail; only a brief 

sketch of the situation is given. Very little is knovm of 

Christopher Nevnnan's business life; at the beginning of the 

novel, he has given it up for a time. George P. Babbitt is 

described as a crude, mercenary real estate salesman, but 

none of his business deals are developed in the novel. In 

short, these novels dwell not on the businessman's short

comings, but on his frustrations and his hopelessness in the 

conflicts between the aristocracy and the commercial class. 
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